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UNTED STATES PATENT {OR'R'CE, 
JOHN F. HARDX, OF CHICAGQ, IITINOIS. 
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1,09834,402. Specification of Tetters Patent. Patented July 80, 1912. 
Application filed. September 10, 1906. Serial No. 338.89?. 

Be it knoWn that, I, JoHN F'. HARDY, a 
citizen of the United States, residing at Chi 
cago, in the county of Cook and State of ? 
Illinois, ha We inwented certain neW and use-{ 
ful Improwements in Playing-Cards, of ? 
Which the following is a specification. 
My inwention relates to improvements in 

playing cards, and has for its general object 
to proWide a playing card pack the cards 
whereof have nowel structural characteristics " 
to permit of their ready manipulation in ar 
ranging hands and playing; embody nOWel 
combinations of Walue indications, to am 
plify the possible Wariations in play; and in 
wolve nOwel means of group or rank diS 
tinction to facilitate the ready grouping and 
playing of the cards. 
Other and further objects of my imwention 

Will best become apparent from the folloW 
ing description taken in conjunction With 
the accompanying draWing, Wherein : 

Figure 1 shoWS the playing faces of a Se 
ries of , cards constituting a group or Suit. 
Fig. 2 indicates the playing face of a card 
of another suit or group. Fig. 8 indicates 
the playing faceS Of a third group. Fig. 4 
indicates a fragment of a tWin-Sequence Suit. 
Fig. 5 indicates a fragment of a suit With a 
modified rewerSe Sequence arrangement. 
Fig. 6 indicates cards stacked for separation. 
Fig. 't shoWS the adaptation of my idea to 
Ordinary playing cards. 

Generally speaking my improved play 
ing card pack prOWides a plurality Of grOupS 
or Suits of cards, each group or suit com 
taining a plurality of cards the cards of any 
group or Suit bearing the suit characteristics 
or means for indication of its suit or group. 
Such suit, characteristic is preferably af 
forded by means of a distinctive design or 
color, cowering, as shoWn in F'ig. 2, all of 
the border-portion of the playing-face of the 
Card contiguous to the edge thereof, and 
preferably as shoWn in Fig. 1 cowering the 
entire playing face of the card, Such color 
or design being readily distinguishable from 
the color or design indicatiwe of every other 
group Or Suit, and markedly distinctiWe from 
the color or design of the back or rewerse 
faces of the cards, the backs or rewerSe faces 
of all of the cards of the entire pack being 
in design exact counterparts, as usual in 
playing cards. This means of Suit or group 
designation I haWe found' to be most ad 
wantageOuS, aS the exposure of the least 

fraction of the playing face of a card en 
ables the observer to determine the group or 
Suit characteristic of the card. 
?. One of the features of my invention is the 
prOW|ision in a card deck Wherein the Opp0 
Site ends or edges of each card are readily 

| distinguish.able, of double walue indications 
aSSociated With the distinguishable Opposite 
ends Or edges of the cards. Thus on like 
ends of a series of Cards are sequential walue, 
Or rank, indications, and on the opposite 
ends Or edges of the same series of cards are 
displayed walue indications, in another Se 
quence, preferably exactly the reVerse of the 
first. As illustrated in the draWing this 
idea, may be carried into effect in wariouS 
Ways. All of the cards of a Suit may be in 
Wolwed in a rewerSe Sequence arrangement, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Wherein like ends of 
the cards of a suit are provided with indi 
cations of sequential walue from 1 to 4, while 
upon the Opposite, distinguishable ends of 
the Same cards are prowided, in rewerSe Se 
quence, Walue indicationS from 4 to 1. AS 
shoWn in H'ig., 4, this double sequence may 
be duplicated in a single suit, in Which case 
there are tWo cards in each suit hawing each 
giWen combinations of numbers, and in Such 
a deck I prowide Suitable means for indi 
cating that one of the duplicate Series of 
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cards constituting the suit, shall arbitrarily ? 
hawe ranking walue or trick-taking Walue 
abowe the other, by suitably distinguishing 
the cards of the Suit as to rank, the pre 
ferred means which I employ being the uti 
lization of a darker shade of the Suit-de 
nominating color, upon the caI'ds of the 
Superior rank as against a lighter shade 
upon the cards of inferior rank. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 4. 
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.. Another wariation of the Same idea of re- - 
werse sequence arrangement is illustrated in 
H'ig. 5, wherein all of the cards of a Suit_are 
numbered in regular Sequence in heavy face 
or black type at one end, and are numbered 
in a reverse sequence, (different, howewer, 
from the first said Sequence,) in outline OI' 
** White? type at the other end. Thus - the 
card numbered1 and hawing Say the loWest 
value in the ** black face? numbering Would; 
in the event the ** White face? numbers were 
chosen to determine the play, have the high 
est walue (18) of the Suit as thus played. 
Obviously the rewerse sequence may also be 
applied to ordinary playing cards, the ace 
and deuce being arranged On One card and 
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1,034,402 B 

for playing games in which the scoring may || Sequential Order, Whereby the cards in the 
be arranged someWhat in the manner of 
baSeball scoring, the four apertures repre 
Senting bases, and the scoring walue of a 
trick being determined like the length of a 
hit, tWO base, one base, etc. 
The anomalous cards, shOWn in H'ig. 8, 

are provided With Several objects in wieW, 
One of Which is to prevent the discowery Of 
the strength or Weakness of the hands dealt 
to the several players during the process of 
dealing. Obviously since the walue indica 
tions are cut clear through the cards in the 
preferred form shOWn, keen-eyed players 
may gain Some idea. Of the strength or Weak 
neSS of their opponents' hands by Watching 
the fall of the cards, but the prowision of 
the anomalous cards, which have no trick 
taking walue whatever, renders difficult an 
accurate estimation of the strength of an 
Opponent's hand, as from the backs they 
can not be distinguished from those impor 
tant cards Which are either highest or loWest 
of Suit-Sequences, according to the end de 
termined for play. In playing these anoma 
lous cards can newer take trickS, but they 
add much to the game in play, as it Will be 
obwious that by their skillful use in discard-- 
ing a partner may be aSSisted in lea.wing 
Open a maximum number of the Walue indi 
cating apertures, or any opponent may be 
blocked by lea.wing Open a Single aperture; 

| by the party holding the proper anOmalOuS 
C8,['0', 
Many wariations in the particular ar- " 

rangement, denominations and display Of 
the cards may obviously be made Without 
departing from the ?ú? of my inwention, 
and I do not desire, therefore, to be under 
stood as limiting my invention to the exact 
arrangement shoWn and described, Or any 
modification thereof, further than as set 
forth in the claims. 

Ha.wing thus described my invention, what 
I claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent, of the United States, is: 

1. A playing card pack, diWided into a 
plurality of Suits, each card hawing a, Suit 
characteristic cowering its entire playing 
face, and walue designations cut through the 
card. 

2. A playing card pack, consisting Of 
cards wisually distinguishable as tO ends, 
one end of said cards being prOwided with 
suit and walue indications constituting a 
complete display of all Suits and walues in 
the pack, and the other end of said cards 
being prowided with indications of the same 
Suits and walues arranged in order different 
from the first. 

8. In a playing card pack a plurality of 
suits of cards, each card hawing itS OppOSite 
ends wisually distinguishable, and the cards 
of each Suit hawing tWo sets of value indica 
tions, one for each end, arranged in different 

aggregate present two complete setS Of walue 
indications for each of the Suits in arrange 
ment Such that the walue Of any hand of a 
plurality of cards depends upon the end Se 
lected to determine the card walues for pur 
pOses of play of the hand. 

4. In a playing card, pack, a Series of 
cards constituting a single suit Whereof the 
cards bear adjacent their One edge designa 
tions of Successive walues in predetermined 
Sequence, and adjacent the OppOSite edge 
designations of the Same SucceSSiwe walues 
in sequence the rewerse of the first, said se 
quence, Said cards hawing their designated 
edges distinguishable, and each of Said cards 
bearing a commOn Suit indication. 

5. In a playing card pack, a’ series Of 
cards Where0f the opposite edges are distin 
guishable, the cards in said Series bearing' 
adjacent like edges indications of SucceSSiwe 
Walues in predetermined Sequence in One Suit 
and adjacent their opposite edgeS indica 
tions of successive walues in the Same Suit, 
in Sequence different from the first said Se 
quence. 

6. In a playing card pack, a Series_of 
cards whereof the opposite edgeS are diS 
tinguishable, the cards in Said series bear 
ing adjacent like edges indicationS Of Suc 
cessiwe walues in predetermined Sequence 
in one Suit, and adjacent their OppOSite edgeS 
indications of Successive Values in the Same 
Suit, in Sequence substantially the rewerse of 
the first said sequence. 

'f. In a, playing card pack, a series of 
cards whereof each card haS Opposite ends 
differently shaped, the cards of the series 
bearing in aSSociation With One end designal 
tions of successiwe walues in predetermined 
sequence, and in aSSociation With the OppO 
site, differently shaped end, designations of 
SuccesSiwe Walues in a Sequence different 
from the first Said Sequence. 

8. In a playing card pack, a Series of 
cards whereof each card has Opposite ends 
differently shaped, the cards of the series 
bearing in asSociation With one end designa 
tions of Successiwe walues in predetermined 
Sequence, and in aSSOciation With the OppO 
site, differently shaped end, designations of 
Successive walues in a sequence substantially 
the rewerSe from the first said Sequence. 

9. In a playing card pack, a Series of 
cards of similar shape, tapering in one di 
rection, walue indications aSSociated With the 
narrOWer portionS of the cards, and indica 
tions of other walues associated with the 
Wider portions of the cards. 

10. In a playing card pack, a Series of 
cards of similar shape, tapering in One di 
rection, walue indications aSSociated with 
the narrower portions of the cards arranged 
in predetermined Sequence, and walue indi 
cations associated with the Wide portion of 
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the cards, arranged in a Sequence Substan 
tially the reverse from the first said Se 
quence. 

11. A playing card hawing a walue indi 
cation cut therethrough. 

12. In a playing card pack, a Series of 
Cards hawing different v:ulue designations 
cut through the cards, and such w:alue desig 
mations being SO Irelatively displayed On the 
different cards that, when a card of higher 
w:alue is Superposed upon a card' Of loWer 
walue the entire walue indication of the card 
of loWeI’ value is displayed in register' with 
pOI'tions of the walue indication of the card 
Of highe]' Walue. 

18. In a playing card pack, cards ha.wing 
their ends of relatively different shapes for' 
ready arrangement Of cards With like ends 
together, and bearing in aSSOciation. With 
the differently shaped ends indications of 
different, capabilities for play. 

14. A playing card pack, comprising a 
plurality of suits whereof the cards of each 
Suit haWe Cut thereth]'Ough in aSSociation 
With one end indications of Walue in prede 
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termined sequence, "" and have Cut there 
through in aSSociation. With another end in 
dications of Successiwe Walue in another Se 
quence, and a plurality of cards distinguish 
able from Said suit cards, hawing cut there 
through in association. With Opposite edges, 
walue indications corresponding with the 
walue indications of the highest and loWest 
cards Of any suit substantially as described. 

15. In a playing Card pack, a grOup of 
Cards constituting a Single Suit, all present-- 
ing a commOn general suit characteristic, 
8aid group being diwided into tWO Subdi 
wisions, each Of the cards of each subdi wi-- 
sion presenting a diwision characteristic pe 
culiar to such subdivision, the cards of each 
Subdivision bearing Sequential walue indi 
cations cut clea1' through the cards. 
In testimOny Whereof I hereuntO Set my 

hand in the presence of tWO witnesses. 
JOHN']'. HARDY. 

In the presence of— 
GEO. T. MAY, Jr. 
MARY F'. ALLEN. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the ** Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, ID, G,?? 
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